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No.  (ppm) Value Absolute Value Non-Negative Value
1[2.4533 .. 2.5086]2.95854139 4.32643040e+8 2.95854139
2[3.2550 .. 3.3143]2.97442174 4.34965280e+8 2.97442174
3[6.9687 .. 7.0338]0.99984300 1.46212288e+8 0.99984300
4[7.1070 .. 7.1801]1.95065057 2.85253856e+8 1.95065057
5[7.4369 .. 7.4857]0.99566466 1.45601264e+8 0.99566466
6[7.5112 .. 7.5832]1.06695592 1.56026560e+8 1.06695592
7[7.6204 .. 7.6890]1.96001935 2.86623904e+8 1.96001935
8[7.6890 .. 7.7470]1.95955300 2.86555712e+8 1.95955300
9[8.5179 .. 8.6272]1.92978394 2.82202432e+8 1.92978394
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